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Zengding ZhongZhouQuanYun（《增订中州全韵》）which was completed by 
Zhou’ang（周昂）in the period Ming Dynasty.The book is one metrical work of the 
series of Zhongyuan Yinyun (《中原音韵》)and has similar form with Zhongyuan 
Yinyun (《中原音韵》).It contains 22 rhythm groups and the four tones can be divided 
into eight tones.Specially the rising tune combine to negative and positive. 
The author wrote this book refering to many rhyme books as main source,like 
ZhongyuanYinyun,Zhongyuan Yayin(《中原雅音》),Zhongzhou Yinyun（《中州音
韵》）,Zhongzhou Quanyun（《中州全韵》）. 
However,there isn’t any paper or book which can make full research of it. The 
present scholars give a little discussion to the problems about this book. 
ZhongZhouQuanYun.So with the use of internal dialectic and other means,my 
thesis,made of 5 chapters,is going to make a detail research and deals with the 
heritage relationship of Zengding ZhongZhouQuanYun and other phonology books at 
the same time,in order to arouse much attention and lay a solid foundation for future 
study. 
The paper comes to research the phonological system reflected in Zengding 
ZhongZhouQuanYun using the methods of Fanqie comparison,inner 
analysis,documents validation and phonetic analysis. 
The whole essay consists of the following six parts. 
The first part is about the author and the book, suggests doing a systematic 
research towards this work by introducing the present study and the ideas and ways 
about how to research.Some mistakes are not avoided,we got some mistake and at last 
correeted all of them. 
The seeond part to the forth part discusses the phonetie system of Zengding 
ZhongZhouQuanYun.We analyze its system from three aspects:the initial,the final,the 
intonation. The results are as follows: 
There are 32 consonants in Zengding ZhongZhouQuanYun in all.The main 















mixing light and dark consonants;Fei（非）and Fu（敷）combining together into Fei, 
Feng（奉）and Wei（微）separated; zero consonant improved; Xiao（曉）and Xia
（匣）,Ni（泥）and Niang（娘）mixed;Zhi（知）,Zhuang（庄）and Zhang（章）
put into Zhao（照）;the mixing phenomena of Group Zhuang（庄组）and Group Jing
（精组）appearing, especially in Group Zhuang;Chuan（船）and Chan（禪）mixing 
partly;Cong（从）and Chan（禪）and Ri（日）mixing partially; and other mixing 
phenomena. 
There are 22 rhythm groups and 44 rhythms. The characteristics are as follows: 
After the inhale of pronouncing Cuo（撮口呼）there appear four inhales. -m end 
part is disperse and preposition tone-i-appeared in the second open alveolar and 
glottal tones, and combined with the third and fourth rink, other consonants in the 
second rank distinct with different vowel, and other mixing phenomena. 
For consonants are classified as clear and dark the four tones can be divided into 
eight tones.The voiced rising tone has turned into falling-rising tone partially, but 
most  remains unchanged. There are also mixing phenomena. 
Through comparison the relationship between Zengding ZhongZhouQuanYun 
and YinyunJiyao(《音韵辑要》) 、Zhongzhou Quanyun（《中州全韵》）、Yunxue 
Lizhu(《韵学骊珠》 )etc.I try to probe into the lesson drawn by Zengding 
ZhongZhouQuanYun from the previous phonology books thus to summarize the 
developing process of  phonology books on Qing Dynasty. 
After discussing Wu dialect and phonological phenomena in Zengding 
ZhongZhouQuanYun,we believe that the rhythms appearing in Zengding 
ZhongZhouQuanYun is the innovation of Southern Chinese opera rhythm in new 
stage,and it is also inflected by the dialects at that time,which embodied the 
characteristics of Wu dialect（吴方言）. 
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第一章  绪 论 
















：    
 
南→洪武正韵 22—————————————中州音韵辑要 21——曲韵骊珠 21——增订中州全韵 22 
                                               王鵕    沈乘麐入声八韵 周昂平上去皆分阴阳 
                                                    ↑ 
中州全韵（范善溱平去分阴阳） 
↑ 
                                                增订中州音韵（王文璧有反切） 
↑ 
中原音韵   —中州乐府音韵类编 19——琼林雅韵 19 不分阴阳———菉斐轩词林要韵 19 
 
    北→韵略易通 20——————韵略汇通————————五方元音——————等音 
↓                   ↓                 ↓ 
山东十五音            字母切韵要法 —————声位 
                              ↓                                       ↓ 
                         湖北字音汇集                              徐州十三韵 
 
李无未先生在《日本学者对<中原音韵>及其相关韵书的研究》中指出：按照
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丹亭》第四十五出[驻马听]曲中，有安(寒山) 、馆(桓欢) 、万(寒山) 、年(先
天) 、贯(桓欢) 、旋(先天) 、炭(寒山) 、残(寒山) 、叹(寒山)，一支曲中就
存在寒山、桓欢、先天三韵混押的问题。 
对于当时这种芜杂局面，沈璟家居二十余年，潜心研究音韵格律，旗帜鲜
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